BE THE CHANGE

All of our Civil Liberties Heroes fought to make a difference. Create your own protest sign to highlight an issue that you care about and would want to share with the world.
Find the following words in the puzzle. Words are hidden → ↓ and → .

WORD BOX

ADDAMS      FRY      KAEPERNICK      STEVENSON
CHISHOLM    GINSBURG  LEWIS      WELLS
COX         GRIMM     PARKS      WINDSOR
DAVIS       HAMMER    RAPINOE
WE THE PEOPLE

Design a cover for the Constitution that represents America's values.
U.S. CONSTITUTION
WORD SEARCH

Find the following words in the puzzle. Words are hidden → ↓ and ↗ .

WORD BOX

AMENDMENT  EXECUTIVE  PEOPLE  STATES
ARTICLES    FREEDOM     PREAMBLE UNION
CONGRESS    JUDICIAL    PRESIDENT VETO
COURT       LAWS        RIGHTS
DEMOCRACY   LEGISLATIVE
The area outside of the Supreme Court is often filled with groups of people waiting to hear the Court’s decisions. Regardless of what the Court decides, we can all come together to make our voice heard.
HISTORIC ACLU CASES
WORD SCRABBLE

UNSCRAMBLE THE WORDS

1. REO
2. BNRWO
3. NILVGO
4. SPSCOE
5. NERBTAET
6. EBFLRGOEEL
7. HGAOCIC
8. EBDEOSOC
9. NAIRDMA
10. OIRANAZ
11. IHBAAIAYAYRHS
12. TUMOAESRK
13. INKTRE
14. SDE SMENOI
15. VNIGIIAR

WORD BOX

BARNETTE  DES MOINES  KOREMATSU  ROE
MIRANDA   VIRGINIA    BROWN     ARIZONA
OBERGEFELL  SCOPES   ESCOBEDO  TINKER
CHICAGO   HIRABAYASHI   LOVING
You just learned more about our voting process. Fill out the sample ballot with people you know who would be great elected officials:

**MY BALLOT**

**NATIONAL**

☐ [ ] POSITION: 

☐ [ ] STATE

☐ [ ] POSITION: 

☐ [ ] LOCAL

☐ [ ] POSITION: 

**BALLOT MEASURES** are another way to create change. They are proposed legislation that can be voted on directly by citizens (instead of just the legislators).

What is something your community should vote on?

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________
MAKE YOUR VOICE HEARD

VOTE
# Voting Rights

## Word Scramble

### Unscramble the Words

1. VEOT  
2. OENTICEL  
3. DAICDTNEA  
4. TOBLAL  
5. INEENMO  
6. LSLPO  
7. NGMPACIA  
8. ESNTEPDIR  
9. RASNETO  
10. RTAPTEERNVESIE  
11. JGEDU  
12. RRVENGNNOO  
13. TEIGSRER  
14. TEBEAD  
15. RAYPIMR  
16. NESUSS  
17. BSENEATE  
18. TRAPY

### Word Box

- Candidate
- Nominee
- Issues
- Party
- Ballot
- Primary
- Register
- Debate
- President
- Absentee
- Polls
- Vote
- Campaign
- Election
- Judge
- Representative
- Governor
- Senator
All of the work to protect civil liberties is connected! Reflect back on the information you learned about in this Activity Book and draw lines to connect things that are related. There are no wrong answers!
Civil liberties are guaranteed rights and freedoms in our Constitution and laws. We can all be watchdogs for civil liberties in our homes, schools, communities, and everyday lives.
Lady Liberty’s torch lights the way to freedom and liberty. Design your own torch and pose with it to show your support for the rights of everyone in our country.

STATUE OF LIBERTY

The Statue of Liberty in New York Harbor is a beacon of liberty in the United States.

The statue has become a symbol of freedom and welcome to immigrants and visitors.
LEAD THE WAY

Lady Liberty’s torch lights the way to freedom and liberty.

Design your own torch and pose with it to show your support for the rights of everyone in our country.
When we stand together, we can create a better country for everyone here. “We the people” means all of us. Create a banner to honor the people in your life, such as your family, friends, neighbors, teachers, and classmates.